Rules and Regulations

Park Hours, Care, and Spaces

- Center City Park and LeBauer Park are open from **7:00am to 11:00pm** unless otherwise posted for special events. **No trespassing after hours.**
- Park visitors are not permitted to enter garden beds, prune plants or remove flowers.
- Littering is prohibited, including placement of chemicals, food or any other substance in the fountains.
- Storing or leaving personal belongings unattended is prohibited. Belongings left unattended will be destroyed.
- Camping is prohibited and is defined as resting or sleeping anywhere in the parks while in possession of several days of clothing and/or other camping materials.
- Bathing or otherwise being present in the fountain (Center City Park) is prohibited
- Large personal belongings, such as suitcases, large rubber storage containers and luggage are not permitted in either park.
- Park visitors and pets are not permitted in the fountain in Center City Park for any reason. Presence in the fountain will result in immediate expulsion from the parks.
- The placement of hammocks between trees is strictly prohibited.
- Climbing on sculptures, trees, and fences is prohibited.
- The removal of items from trash receptacles is prohibited.
- Prolonged or disruptive loitering is prohibited.
- Erecting structures of any kind is prohibited in both parks.
- Defacement of park property or material is prohibited and will result in expulsion from the parks.
- Disruption of the peace or any other negative behavior is not permitted in the parks.
- Engagement in illegal or illicit activities is strictly prohibited and will result in expulsion form the parks.

Children

- **Adults must accompany, and supervise at all times, children under the age of 12.**
- Adults are not allowed in the Lincoln Financial Children’s Garden unless when accompanied by a child.
- The Spin-A-Round is intended for children aged 12 and under only. **Children must be accompanied by an adult when using the Spin-A-Round.**

Animals

- **All animals must be on a leash at all times,** except in the Downtown Greensboro Animal Hospital Dog Park, and are not permitted in the VF Seasonal Plaza interactive fountain or Lincoln Financial Children's Garden. No more than three dogs per "human" allowed in the dog park at any time.
- Dogs and other **pets are not permitted in the VF Seasonal Plaza interactive fountain or Lincoln Financial Children's Garden.**
• **Dog owners must pick up after their dogs.** Violators will be banned from the Parks.
• The riding of animals, and/or the molestation of or causing injury to an animal are prohibited in the parks.

**Substances**

• In an effort to protect our youngest visitors, **tobacco use and vaping are not allowed in the following areas:**
  - Lincoln Financial Children's Garden
  - Junior League of Greensboro's Reading Room
  - VF Corporation Seasonal Plaza
  - Downtown Greensboro Animal Hospital Dog Park
  - Downtown Greensboro Square
  - Price/Bryan Performance Pavilion
  - The Great Lawn and Oval Lawn in Center City Park
  - The Great Lawn in LeBauer Park
• Alcoholic beverages, except those sold at LeBauer Park kiosks, are prohibited.
• LeBauer Park kiosk beer and wine may not be taken to Center City Park.
• No person shall bring, possess, distribute, sell, solicit or consume marijuana or any controlled substance in the parks.

**Solicitation, Sales, Gambling**

• The distribution and/or posting of flyers or other marketing materials and solicitations of any kind is permitted only with the permission of Greensboro Downtown Parks, Inc. administrative staff (does not include Park Ambassador Staff).
• Panhandling or the selling of personal items is not allowed in either park.
• Gambling in the parks is prohibited.

**Vehicles & Recreation**

• **Motorized recreational vehicles,** including scooters (Lime/Bird), skateboards, and bikes are prohibited.
• Non-motorized bicycling, skateboarding or rollerblading, scooters or any other off-road transportation are permitted on paved surfaces only.
• Preforming tricks on stairs, railings, etc. is strictly prohibited. Users must practice safe riding at all times.
• Remote control cars, boats, helicopters, planes, etc. are prohibited
• **Aerial drones** (unless approved by GDPI Staff and maneuvered by licensed pilots) are prohibited
• Loud radios or boom boxes are prohibited
• **Fires, barbecuing, outdoor cooking or any open flame are prohibited.**

**Fire arms are prohibited**

*No person shall fail, neglect or refuse to comply with the lawful direction or command of any Park employee or police officer indicated verbally, by gesture or otherwise. Park Rules and Regulations are subject to change or revision without notice.*